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1- CONTEXT AND OBJECTIVES
The aim of our research is to analyze the interactions between animal population and space dynamics. On
the one hand, animals, and in particular herbivores, move in relation to the availability of natural resources
(water and vegetation), that varies naturally in the year according to seasons (Valeix et al. 2007). On the
other hand, when animals gather at specific places in depleting local resources, they influence space
dynamics (Chamaillé-James et al. 2007). One major issue is to evaluate the impact caused by flows of
individuals on space, what we call pressure due to animals on space. To begin, trajectories of individuals
are drawn, enabling to visualize non only habitats but also movements. The aim of this contribution is to
provide visual methods to identify attractive areas, where flows of individuals converge. Thus, from one or
several trajectories, places are identified as undergoing pressure due to animals, in different ways. Indeed
this pressure stems from different reasons that can be combined: a particular activity done in this place
(such as eating, drinking or resting), the number of animals that are gathering or the temporal recurrence of
this activity.
In order to study animal movements, GPS collars are attached to animals. Such GPS devices collect a set
of positions at a pre-determined time interval. The collected positions can be used to identify movements,
meaning their spatial changes through time: from points, we display trajectories. We define a trajectory as
a “set of positions and movements that an individual takes” (Chardonnel 2001), both in space and in time.
For Time-Geography (Hägerstrand 1970, Langran 1988), which has studied, among other things, human
trajectories in cities, trajectories are chosen by an individual in relation to its activities (Peuquet, 1994) and
its environment. To characterize a place where individuals accomplish activities during certain duration,
Time-Geography uses the term of “stations”. We use this notion to describe places of stops in animal
movements.
The animals we study are African large herbivores of the Hwange National Park, in Zimbabwe, mainly
elephants, buffaloes and zebras. As herbivores live and move in groups, only a single representative
individual in the group wears the GPS collar (also because, though GPS devices have become affordable,
one cannot afford to have a collar for all 200 members of the group). Therefore, with every GPS track, we
study the movements of a group, considered as a whole. Figure 1 illustrates a space-time path of an
individual that is showing the “trajectory of an individual’s movements in physical space over time”
(Hägerstrand 1970). This path is linking the stations, which are the portions of space where the individual
stops during a given period of time (vertical lines with a given height). On Figure 1, there are three
stations. Moreover, note that the more horizontal the line is, the faster the animal goes.

Figure 1: A space-time path from (Hägerstrand 1970).
Many approaches exist in Geovisualization to analyze trajectories in visualizing them in 3D space (Kraak
2006; Kraak 2003, Li 2010a). Often timestamps in the trajectories are converted into Z coordinates (Li
2010b) following conversion rules between time and space, for example 10 hours equivalent to 1 meter in
Z in the visualization space. In that way, single trajectories of two groups of zebras are visualized in Figure
2.

Figure 2: Two paths of two groups of zebras.
Analysis of animal trajectories is complex because they regularly do micro movements themselves
included in larger movements: for instance, daily small movements integrated in migrations (Nathan
2008). In Figure 2 micro movements disrupt good reading and interpretation of data because regularities in
movements and places are not perceived. The eyes only perceive random movements. Thus, we think that
3D representation is adapted for large and repetitive movements localized in specific and precise places as
people moving from house to office, but not for movements with high variability. Indeed, for an animal,
the notion of stop is not a total end of movement as animals always move. In addition, the habitation of
most of animals is not constrained by spatially bounded objects like houses for human. We define a stop as
a time period when animals move a little, doing micro movements in a small area, these movements being
inferior to a certain speed threshold. The interest of defining stops and paths for animals is to evaluate their
resource needs and their temporal access to these resources.
In order to improve animal trajectory visualization, we propose to segment the trajectories in movements
and stops (section 2). This step enables to identify flows and activities on attractive areas to quantify the

pressure on these areas. Then we provide a 3D tool to help the interpretation of trajectories to emphasis
temporal recurrence of movements (section 3). They have been implemented on GeOxygene, the open
source GIS development platform developed in the COGIT laboratory at IGN-France (Badard et al. 2003;
Bucher et al. 2009). Section 4 is a discussion. Finally, conclusion and further works are presented in
section 5.
2- AUTOMATIC EXTRACTION OF ACTIVITIES OF INDIVIDUAL TRAJECTORIES
We describe here a first tool that extracts attractive areas, where animals converge, and activities, based on
Time-Geography (Peuquet 1994; Langran 1988). As it turns out, these attractive areas have a double
importance because (1) animal occupancy there testifies resources quality and quantity and (2) these
resources are likely to be fast damaged as a consequence of pressure due to animals. We distinguish three
main types of attractive areas corresponding to different notions of convergence and different types of
pressure: station area, corridor and crossroad. A station is an area where an individual stops or does micro
movements. Usually individuals stop to do activities. An area where stations are dense is called a station
area. A corridor is an elongated-shaped area where several trajectories pass through, so the individuals are
moving along corridors. A crossroad is an area where several trajectories cross. The automatic extraction
of attractive areas is a three steps process, each step refining the results of the previous one. First, stations
are extracted, then attractive areas are identified and, finally, after computations, activities are allocated to
stations and attractive areas.
The first step of this method consists in segmenting individual in movements, when animals effectively
move with a non-null speed, and stops, as shown in Figure 3. The stops in the trajectories determine the
stations, areas where individuals stop to accomplish a certain activity during a certain time (Hägerstrand
1985). For us, stations are identified when successive points are localized in a close area, as animals still
do small movements. The distance threshold between points defines the maximum acceptable distance of
small movements. In other words, Station = function (Number of points, Maximum distance between
points). This threshold depends on the species. For experimental studies on large herbivores, we fix the
threshold distances to 100m for 2 hours stop, 200m for 3 hours stop, 400m for 4 hours stops etc, according
to expert knowledge. Figure 3 illustrates this step.

Figure 3: Extraction of stations having different durations on three trajectories.
Once stations have been extracted, in a second step, other attractive areas can be analyzed from several
trajectories. Attractive areas are places where one group or several groups of animals gather or come back.
The identification of such areas depends both on the trajectory’s shape of a species (in particular if the
trajectory is cyclic, it comes back to attractive areas at a certain frequency) and the number of tracks in this
portion of space. In this last case, by observing several trajectories, we identify and construct different
shapes of attractive areas: station areas, corridors and crossroads. Station areas are places where individual
stations previously determined are dense. Corridors, which are elongated-shaped areas where animals pass
several times, are determined in intersecting buffers around trajectories and whose size is to fix and
depends on the species. For experimentation, we fix the buffer size to 50m. Crossroads are areas where
several trajectories cross, the clustering distance needing to be fixed. For our study, this distance is set at

50m.
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Figure 4: Extraction of attractive areas of two trajectories (the “blue” and the “black”).
According to the duration of stations and the species, the activities can finally be analyzed (third and last
step of the extraction process). The determined activity is chosen among eating, drinking or sleeping. This
simple classification of activities is adapted to our aims of analyzing the pressure due to animals on space.
The decision process used here involves 2 thresholds t1 and t2 defining three time intervals such that I1 =
[0, t1[, I2 = [t1, t2[, I3 = [t2, +∞[. If the duration of the stop belongs to I3, the activity is assigned to
sleeping (Rauske et al. 2010). The assignment of the activities for intervals I1 and I2 might differ from one
species to the other. This assignment, as well as the values for thresholds t1 and t2, can be defined by
ecologist either using prior knowledge or by testing different hypotheses and visualizing the result in the
proposed tool (trial and error). Figure 5 presents an example of such results for one group of zebras, two
maps of identified stations using a parameter of respectively 2 hours and 4 hours. This extraction enables
to better perceive same activities of individuals, which depends on the duration of the station. We note that
short stops are in greater number than long stops. A study to correlate station location to resources location
is
ongoing
(Jolivet
et
al.
2011).

Figure 5: Stations patterns of different durations.
To sum up this section, the presented tool treats large datasets to extract places of convergence for several
trajectories and assign activities to them. However we cannot follow the temporal frequency and temporal
recurrence of attractive areas, in case animals come back several times in a place using the same path. To

answer this issue, a 3D representation with time as the Z coordinate is proposed in section 3. For that, we
focus on two types attractive areas: stations and corridors.
3- 3D REPRESENTATION OF ANIMAL TRAJECTORIES
To visualize our data in 3D, we use GeOxygene 3D (Brasebin 2009), a plateform developed at the COGIT
laboratory. The rough 3D representation of an animal path, as presented in Figure 1, is unreadable for
animal trajectory analysis. Nevertheless, this kind of representation becomes very useful if some visual
clues are added in order to facilitate analysis on movements. Some applications use 3D representation to
visualize animal trajectories in doing a generalization of trajectory rhythms (Andrienko et al. 2003). Our
application for 3D path visualization is focused on the use of a well-adapted representation of the different
points of interest to convey useful information for experts. In case of animal movements, useful
information concern location of attractive areas (stations and corridors), durations of stations, number of
animals stopping in these area and at different periods of time for movements to evaluate different species
behaviors and in particular their activities. Again, these attributes define the pressure on space due to
animals.
The first step is to integrate the stations of a trajectory in a 3D view, enlightening the duration and the
environment. The trajectory of a group of animals is displayed as a 3D colored-line with a specific color
(pink area on Figure 6).
From the phase of extraction of activities (section 2), stations are known and we choose to represent them
as cylinders centered on the centroid of all locations in the station and whose
1. Filling color correspond to station duration. White corresponds to a short duration station (2h), then
yellow to a 3h station, then orange a 4 h station and finally red for a more than 4 h station. In other words,
the redder the station is, the higher the pressure is;
2. Radius corresponds to the size of the resting area (from the center of the cylinder). The thinner the
cylinder is, the less the group of animals moves. It defines the compactness;
3. Border color identifies the animal (and is the same as the path color).
The choices of representation 1- and 2- precise the attributes of the stations in order to later affect activities
to stations.
The filling color of the cylinder is chosen in a color shade. As an example, on Figure 6, white is for a 2hour stop, yellow is for a 3-hour stop, orange for a 4-hour stop and red for a stop longer than 5 hours. This
choice of colors is customizable. In addition, cubes are added on the cylinders to convey information about
the local environment using image icons: a water drop represents a presence of waterhole and vegetation
icons represent presence of vegetation. This vegetation has been classified by an expert according to three
levels of density: tree, bush or grass. On this Figure, you can see the presence of trees in the station thanks
to the acacia tree icon. Last information is added in representing corridors, which are detected from the
extraction of attractive areas (section 2). If a path is inside a corridor, the 3D representation of the path is
highlighted with red. It can be seen on the path on the right of Figure 6.

Figure 6: Focus on a part of a view representing stations of a zebra group.
This proposal for representing stations in 3D by varying size of cylinders can distort the perspective: a
small station seems to be bigger if it is in front of the view. However icons on the top of the cylinders
could help adjust this perception drawback. This 3D visualization of stations duration is designed as a tool
for a 3D analysis of activities. Thus the idea is to connect station duration; station extent and the context to
a particular activity among {drink, eat and sleep}. If it is easy to assume that the activity of drinking takes
place next to a water hole (in Figure 6: the yellow station on the right), the two others activities are more

difficult to distinguish with the context. One hypothesis is that if the station area is very thin, the activity is
probably sleeping. In that way, in Figure 6, the big red station would be a station for eating whereas the
thin yellow station in the background would be a place for sleep. This analysis is ongoing and is
undertaken with experts.
The second represented information aims to distinguish periods of time, according to the relevant time
intervals. In that way, we have a visual access to the temporal context of movement. The first temporal
interval is the season, as resources and animal behaviors may change according to the season. The two
seasons (wet and dry) are visually differentiated by hollowed colored cubes (blue for wet seasons and
orange for dry seasons) which surround the whole space. Thus, the background color of a local view
indicates the season. In Figure 7 following this principle, it can be seen that a group of zebras seems is
slightly more mobile during the wet season than during the dry one. This view also enables to partition the
quantity of information to ease readability.

Figure 7: Global views of the trajectory of a group of zebras across two seasons (views in front and above
the cube).
The second possible temporal interval distinguishes day and night periods, represented on the background
on the 3D space as in Figure 8. Day is colored in yellow, night in dark blue. This Figure combines duration
of station and temporal context in day or night. We can notice that one station is done per day and these
stations are reached mainly at the beginning of the day after a night movement.

Figure 8: View of the trajectory of a zebra group by day and by night and station duration.
These representations of time periods are useful for a big time interval (seasonal difference for instance)
but are more difficult to read in a small time interval. Indeed colors are localized in the background of the
cube and because of the perspective, precise location of cylinders in the temporal zone is not ensured. Thus
coloring time periods offers a new visual analytical capacity.
4- DISCUSSION
4.1- Interest of automatic activities detection

Having activities and places of activities for several trajectories enables a place-oriented analysis of
movements at a global scale.
To refine the analysis of attractive areas, the trajectories can be aggregated according to different criteria:
1) Time periods (the season, the day or others) to determine when the place is visited;
2) Species diversity: is it the same group, the same species or distinct species? We need to know if the
resources of the place are specific to one species or common;
3) Spatial scale of the movements (are they large or small?) to identify the local or the global attractions;
Moreover, attractive areas bear quantitative information. Thus we define the pressure on space as a
function of intensities of concentration (“How many animals come?”) and frequency (“How often?”).
These data are known on each area respectively by counting the number of tracks entering it and
identifying temporal recurrences. Figure 9 shows the intensities of concentration of the previous attractive
areas. Note that in 2D, these intensities are directly seen, as a superposition of different tracks. However in
2D, it is quite difficult to visualize temporal recurrence.

Figure 9: Intensities of concentration of attractive areas in trajectories. The area number 1 is the most
intense, the number 5 the less.
The pressure on the vegetation is higher in these areas than in other areas of the park. Hence, in the
attractive areas the animals should have the highest impact on the vegetation (Boulanger 2010), that is to
say areas where the vegetation changes the most. We assume that when animals stop on stations
consuming resources, the vegetation might be damaged according to the size of a station place
(Loucougaray 2003). In the same way, in a corridor with much pressure due to animals, the vegetation
might be damaged in a linear form. This work on pressure consequences is still ongoing.
4.2- Interest of 3D visualization for analyzing movements
In this section, we illustrate through two examples the interest of using the 3D visualization.
4.2.1- Time pattern
To study temporal recurrences in 2D, individual analysis and indicators are needed. 3D visualization
facilitates this study by direct representation of time. Thus it is possible to perceive what happens in time
in particular in areas where GPS tracks are dense. Moreover the application makes it possible to calculate
time gaps between two features during 3D navigation: time to go from one station to another that is far
away in case of back and forth movement (in Figure 10: stations among A and among B) or time gaps
between stations that are spatially close (in Figure 10: stations among A only), called spatio-temporal
collocation of stations, and represented by red large lines between concerned stations. For example, Figure
10 shows the temporal visualization and analysis of a back and forth movement of a zebra group during

the wet season (background= blue) between a waterhole (icon= drop) and a station area in a bushy
vegetation (icon= bush). Figure 11 shows the same data, in the same area but in 2D. 3D visualization
enables to focus on a short period, to count the frequency of movements, to perceive the durations of
stations and speed of movements, to visualize directly the context of stations and to detect possible
comebacks.

Figure 10: Temporal pattern of zebra trajectory.

Figure 11: The same trajectory visualized in 2D with environment information (water points and
vegetation).
In Figure 11, we see that 3D visualization is relevant to focus on temporal individual analysis. However
aggregation analysis and attractive areas are better seen in 2D. In addition, context information is only
localized on stations in 3D so the context information on movements, between stations, is lost in 3D. On
the contrary, the continuous representation in 2D of the environment enables to make hypothesis on the
movement. Therefore we believe that a join 2D-3D representation of movements is necessary in order to
study spatial and temporal recurrences.

4.2.1- Interaction of individuals
A 3D viewer is also convenient for visualizing interactions between two different individuals. It enables to
detect the possible influence of simultaneous presence of animals. Different cases are possible: one
avoiding the other (for example: prey/predator), sharing a place or one following the other. Figure 12
presents an extract of a scene with two groups of zebras, the green and the black groups. Each group stops
at its own stations, the green and the black stations. However these stations are almost is the same place at
the same time. There are three common station areas, where interactions take place, from the first in time
to the last:
• Area 1 (bottom): the green group stops in a grassy station for a long time, 5 hours and more. Then the
black group arrives and stops for a shorter time. The green group leaves before the black group.
• Area 2 (middle): the black group arrives first in a bushy area and leaves the last. This station lasts 4
hours. The green group takes a 2 hours station. Note that they take the same trajectory between the station
areas 1 and 2 but this trajectory is hidden by the cylinders of the area 2.
• Area 3 (top): both groups leave this place at the same time. However the station extent of the black group
is bigger, totally hiding the green station.

Figure 12: Interaction between two groups of zebras.
Figure 12 associates two trajectories together. The stations are represented separately. However to
facilitate the reading, we should aggregate the icons together (one context icon for two trajectories) and
improve the superposition of stations.
5- CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we explore animal trajectories in connecting together the environment and the movements.
The first tool automatically detects attractive areas, especially stations and corridors, according to certain
parameters (section 2). The second tool uses the previous results and integrates them in 3D: stations are
represented as cylinders and corridors as red lines (section 3). It is particularly useful to see the
interactions (1) between one path and the environment, since context information is added to the stations,
and (2) between two paths (section 4).
As shown in this paper, a 3D view is interesting in order to follow individual paths in time, to detect time
gaps and detect recurrences or interactions between individuals. The main issue with this kind of
visualization is that it is quite disturbing for people not accustomed to 3D navigation. The activities
extraction and 2D visualization enables to detect attractive areas and intensity of attraction. We think that
2D and 3D navigations are complementary, as they show different properties of trajectories.
To go further, good 3D representations for other concepts such as crossroads or centrality areas still have
to be proposed. Concerning collocation, the different forms of mutual presence have to be studied. Indeed,
this could appear not only on the stations but also on a corridor or on a crossroad (shunning, following,
etc.). Finally, future work will also address the impact of pressure due to animals on the vegetation and
water availability.
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